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Welcome to the Sensor Access system 
This guide will provide a brief overview of the Sensor Access Website and its menus. The manual is short because many 

of the web pages in the Sensor Access system include documentation. 

 

Special Note: “Hub” can also mean “Cellular Gateway”. The two terms are identical and interchangeable. 

 

Thank you for purchasing a cellular-enabled remote sensor unit. Your sensor will automatically connect to the Sensor 

Access system when powered on. While connected to the server, your sensor will update the system with 

measurements and download any configuration changes you may have added. To get started, you will need to create an 

account by clicking on the "Registration" link found on the login page as described in section 1. Sensor Access Website 

Login Page. Once logged in, you will have access to the latest measurement, lists of historical measurements, graphs, 

and diagnostic information. 

1. Sensor Access Website Login Page 
 

 
Figure 1. The Sensor Access login page provides access to the Sensor Access system. 

To access the Sensor Access Website click here. 

 

To use the Sensor Access Website, you must create an account. (Refer to the registration section below if you do not 

have an account.) To login to the Sensor Access Website, enter your email address and password and click the login 

button (see Figure 1). Once you have logged in, you will be at the main menu. Click here to see an overview of the 

Website menus, or click here to go to the main menu section in this document. 

Registering (Creating an Account) 

You can create an account by clicking on registration link “Register Here” as seen in Figure 1. Clicking the “Register Here” 

link on the login screen will open the new user registration page. To complete the registration process you will need the 

Sensor Access Code that came with your sensor.  

Password Reset 

If you have forgotten your password you can use the “Reset Password” link. An email will be sent with instructions. 

Sensor Access User Guide 

A copy of this guide is available from the Login page by clicking on the Sensor Access User Guide “View” link. 

https://sensor.abmsensor.com/login.php
https://sensor.abmsensor.com/register.php
https://sensor.abmsensor.com/register.php
https://sensor.abmsensor.com/password_reset.php
https://sensor.abmsensor.com/Sensor_Access_Guide.pdf
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2. Website Page Layout 
The webpages in the Sensor Access Website typically use the layout shown in Figure 2. The webpage name is shown in 

the browser's tab. A menu with clickable options is listed on the left side of the page. The body of the webpage will 

contain descriptions and forms. 

Webpage Name

Webpage Body

Menu

Webpage Menu Options

 
Figure 2. The diagram shows the typical webpage layout in the Sensor Access Website. 
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3. Sensor Access Website Menus 
The following diagrams and text will help you navigate through the Sensor Access Website. Figure 3 shows a partial map 

of the Sensor Access Website pages. For a hierarchy view of the menu system refer to Appendix A: Hierarchy View of 

Website Menus.  

 

 

Sensor Menu

Alarm History

Log Out

Main Menu

Employee

Tank Collection

Alarm History

Tank Collection

Back

Add Employee

Log Out

Employees

My Password

Main Menu

Add a Sensor

Log Out

Sensor Menu

Your Sensor L ist

123456789

Ser ial Number Tank Name & Location

Click on a serial number below

Alaska – Tank 16

Measurement Menu

Measurement ViewSensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

Hub Menu

Hub List

Contact Monitors
Contact Monitor List

My Password

 
Figure 3. A partial map of the website. After login, you will be at the Main Menu. 
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4. Main Menu Page 
 

 
Figure 4. After logging into the Sensor Access Website, you will see the Main Menu page. 

After you have logged in, you will see the Main Menu page shown in Figure 4. The top of the tab in your browser 

window will be titled Main Menu. Figure 5 shows the different menu options and the sub-menus available. 

 

Sensor Menu

Alarm History

Log Out

Main Menu

Employee

Tank Collection

Alarm History

Tank Collection

Back

Add Employee

Log Out

Employees

My Password

Main Menu

Add a Sensor

Log Out

Sensor Menu

Your Sensor L ist

123456789

Ser ial Number Tank Name & Location

Click on a serial number below

Alaska – Tank 16

Measurement Menu

Measurement ViewSensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

Hub Menu

Hub List

Contact Monitors
Contact Monitor List

 
Figure 5. The Main Menu page is the entry point of the Sensor Access Website. 

Main Menu 
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Sensor Menu 

The sensor menu provides access to each of the sensors you have registered to your account. Click this menu if you want 

to view a sensor, add a sensor or modify a sensor’s settings. (Click here to jump to Section Sensor Menu). 

 

Hub Menu 

The hub menu provides access to each of the hubs you have registered to your account. Click this menu if you want to 

view a hub, add a sensor to a hub, view all sensors in a hub, or modify a hub’s settings. (Click here to jump to Section 

Hub Menu). 

 

Contact Monitors 

The Contact Monitors menu provides access to each of the contact monitors you have registered to your account. Click 

this menu if you want to view a contact monitor, add a contact monitor, or modify a contact monitor’s settings. (Click 

here to jump to Section Contact Monitors). 

 

Employee (New Feature) 

The Employee menu is a new feature. The Employee menu allows you to create additional accounts that can access the 

sensors registered to your company. For more information on adding or removing employees, see Section Employees. 

 

Alarm History 

If you have enabled alarms with any of your sensors and an alarm event has occurred, you will be able to view historical 

alarm events using this menu item. 

 

Tank Collection (New Feature) 

The Tank Collection menu is an exciting new feature and is used in combination with another new feature called Tanks. 

For each sensor you can create a tank and define its size and shape. See Section Tank Menu for more details on tanks. A 

collection is a simple way of grouping tanks together on a single webpage. You can group your tanks by location, 

contents or any other logical grouping. For more information on tank collections refer to Section  Tank Collections 

(Multiple Sensor View) 

 

My Password 

The My Password menu is used to change your own password. The password change page, shown in Figure 6, verifies 

your old password before changing it to the new password. 
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Figure 6. The password change page can be used at any time to change your password. 

 

Log Out 

Clicking on Log Out will log you out of the Sensor Access system. When you have finished working with your account, 

you should always click logout. 
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5. Employees 
The new Employee feature allows your company to register a single account and then add your employees as users, and 

is only accessible by an admin-level user.  

The Employee page in Figure 7 provides tools to add, edit, and delete employees from your company account. 

 

 
Figure 7. The Employee management page provides the ability to add, modify, and remove employees. 

In previous versions of the Sensor Access Website each user had to register a company and then add their sensors. If a 

user wanted to grant other employees access to the company’s sensor data the login details needed to be shared. 

The new employee feature allows a single person to register the company and then add employees to the account. Each 

employee logs into the system using their email address and password. 

 

  

Employee Menu 
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Add Employee 

To add employees click the “Add Employee” menu. The “New Employee” webpage will appear as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. Add new employees to your company account by providing the employee's name, email, and access level. 

To add a new employee account simply fill in the employees name and email address. As shown in Figure 8 there are 

two levels of access: administrator access and non-administrator access. 

 

Employees with administrator access can  

• view and modify sensor calibration 

• create, modify, and delete tanks 

• add and remove employees 

 

Employees without administrative access can view sensors and tanks, but cannot create or modify them. Non-

administrative employees can create tank collections, to organize and group tanks according to their viewing needs. 

 

A temporary password is generated for the employee. The “Generate” button can be used to generate a different 

temporary password. You must provide the temporary password to the employee so that they can login to the system. 

On their first login they will be prompted to enter a new password. If the new password is forgotten the reset password 

link on the login screen can be used to change the password. 
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Edit Employee 

The Employee Management page (Figure 9) provides a list of employees that have been added to your company 

account. Clicking the edit button beside an employee’s name, displays the employee’s information as shown in Figure 

10. 

 

 
Figure 9. The employee management page displays a list of employees that have access to your company sensor data. 

 

 
Figure 10. The employee information page provides access to view and edit employees details. 

The employee information page can be used to edit the employee’s name, email address, access level, and reset the 

employee’s password. To reset the employee's password, click the Set Password checkbox. When checked, the 

temporary password field and password Generate button are displayed (Figure 11). Before saving your changes copy the 

temporary password and provide it to the employee. To discard any changes, click the Back menu.  
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Figure 11. Clicking on the Set Password checkbox will display the new temporary password and generate password button. 

Delete Employee 

The Employee Management page (Figure 12) shows a list of employees. To the right of each employee’s name is a 

Delete button. You will notice the Delete button next to “ABM Guest” is disabled (dim). The delete button is disabled 

because “ABM Guest” is logged in, and users cannot delete their own account. 

 

Disabled Delete Button

Active Delete Button

 
Figure 12. The employee management page shows all users. The Delete button with the red circle will be used to delete “Some Employee”. 

 

Clicking the Delete button next to “Some Employee” will display the employee’s information as shown in Figure 13. The 

“Delete Employee” button at the bottom of the page will permanently delete the employee. 

 

 
Figure 13. Clicking the Delete Employee button at the bottom of the page will permanently delete the employee.  
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6. Tank Collections (Multiple Sensor View) 
The Tank Collection menu is a new feature. A tank collection is a simple way of grouping tanks (sensors) together on a 

single webpage for viewing, as illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

Name:

Level:

From Sensor:

Volume:

Mass:

Material:

Location:

Battery: 

Last Updated at 2020-12-14 11:36:52

Water Tank 2

6.317 ft

5.683 ft

1,264.417 ltr

0.000 ---

Water

Northern Ontario Sawmill

20.6 VDC

Name:

Level:

From Sensor:

Volume:

Mass:

Material:

Location:

Battery: 

Last Updated at 2020-12-14 11:36:52

Saw Dust Silo 1

12.9 ft

27.1 ft

0.000 ---

Saw Dust

Timmins Saw Mill

20.6 VDC

Name:

Level:

From Sensor:

Volume:

Mass:

Material:

Location:

Battery: 

Last Updated at 2020-12-14 11:35:09

Saw Dust Silo 1

12.9 ft

27.1 ft

0.000 ---

Saw Dust

Northern Ontario Sawmill

21.7 VDC

32.3 %

Name:

Level:

From Sensor:

Volume:

Mass:

Material:

Location:

Battery: 

Last Updated at 2020-12-14 11:34:46

Saw Dust Silo 2

18.778 ft

21.222 ft

0.000 ---

Saw Dust

Northern Ontario Sawmill

22.8 VDC

46.9 %

Name:

Level:

From Sensor:

Volume:

Mass:

Material:

Location:

Battery: 

Last Updated at 2020-12-14 11:34:18

Water Tank 1

7.567 ft

4.433 ft

1,514.611 ltr

0.000 ---

Water

Northern Ontario Sawmill

19.0 VDC

63.1 % 52.6 %

 
Figure 14. The tank collection in this example displays four tanks located at a Northern Ontario Sawmill. 

The terms “tank” and “sensor” are synonymous in this section. If your sensor is installed on a bridge, or in other non-tank 

installations, this section is still relevant and will provide a way for you to organize and display all of your sensors. 
 

Sensors are typically mounted on storage tanks and used to measure the level of the material inside the tank. Creating a 

tank under the sensor menu, will allow you to select a tank shape, provide tank dimensions and material density, so the 

website can display the calculated mass and total density. A tank collection displays the important information you need 

about each tank, such as its level, percentage filled, volume, and mass. 

 

Tanks are typically identified by their contents or location. The tank collection feature allows you to group and view your 

tanks by location (facility, street, and city), contents (water, oil, fuel) or by any other logical grouping. Each employee 

Tank Collections 
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can group and display the tanks for which they are responsible.  

Example of Using a Collection 
For large installations where the number of sensors cannot be displayed on a single computer monitor, a collection 

could be created for each monitor. For example when monitoring water levels in hundreds of city manholes, creeks and 

rivers, monitor 1 could display manhole water levels for sensors located on Main Street. Monitor 2 could display creek 

levels and monitor 3 river levels. The power of tank collections is in their ability to organize and display the tanks you 

need to see. 

 

Creating a New Collection 
The first time you access the tank collection page, you will be prompted to create a collection as shown in Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 15. To start using the tank collection feature, a tank collection must be created by clicking the Create a Collection button. 

 

Clicking the Create a Collection button will open the Tank Collection Management page as shown in Figure 16. The form 

has a textbox for your collection name and a list of tanks that have been previously setup. If you have not created a tank 

the tank list will be empty. To learn how to create and setup a tank see Section Tank Menu. 
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List of tanks that you previously created.

 
Figure 16. Creating a collection is simple. Give the collection a meaningful name and then select the tanks to include. 

Give the collection a meaningful name and then select the sensors to be included in the collection. In our example, in 

Figure 17, we have called the collection “Lab Water Tank” and included the tank located in Peterborough. Only one tank 

is listed. As tanks are setup they can be added to the collection. Collections can also be made before any tanks are setup, 

and simply added later. 

 

 
Figure 17. The collection has been named “Lab Water Tank” and the “Peterborough Sensor with Alarms” has been selected. 

Figure 18 shows the newly created collection on the Tank Collection Management page. The name of the collection is 

displayed along with the number of tanks include in the collection (small white square with the number 1 in it). To open 

the collection, click on the View Tank Collection button.  
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Collections are listed here.

Click on “View Tank Collection” to open the collection.

Collection Name

Tanks in the collection.

 
Figure 18. The created collection is now displayed, showing it contains 1 tank. 

 

Editing a Tank Collection 
To edit a collection, click the Edit button next to the collection. The edit button can be seen in Figure 19. The edit 

collection page will open as shown in Figure 20. 

 

 
Figure 19. To edit a collection click on the edit button next to the collection. 

 

Using the collection editor the name of the collection can be changed. In Figure 20 only one tank is listed. As additional 

tanks are added to the company they will be listed with an Add or Remove button. 
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Figure 20. The name of the collection can be changed and any listed tanks can be added or removed from the collection. 

 

Deleting a Collection 
To delete a collection, click the Delete button next to the collection. The Delete button can be seen in Figure 21. The 

delete collection page will open as shown in Figure 22. 

 

 
Figure 21. To delete a collection click on the Delete button next to the collection. 

 

The delete collection page will display the collection information, as shown in Figure 22. To complete the deletion 

process, click the Delete button. To cancel the operation click the Cancel button or click the Back menu. 
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Figure 22. Before deleting the collection, confirm the collection information is correct, then click the Delete button. 

 

View a Collection 
To view a collection, find the collection name and then click on the View Tank Collection button, see Figure 23. 

Click on “View Tank Collection” to open the collection.

Collection Name

 
Figure 23. The Tank Collection Management page displays a list of collections. Clicking on the blue button, labelled “View Tank Collection”, will 

open the collection. 

The tank collection is shown in Figure 24. There is only one tank in the collection so a single tank is displayed. If there 

were multiple tanks in the collection, then they also would have been displayed. To exit from the collection view, click 

the blue “Back to Tank Collections” bar at the top of the screen. The tank setup can be changed by clicking on the name 

of the tank. The collection view can remain open and will not time out. As new data arrives, the tank collection display 

will be updated. 
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Click the bar to move back to the collections page.

Click on the tank name to edit the tank.

100.0 %

 
Figure 24. The collection has one tank named “Peterborough Sensor”. The tank contains 2,905.268 litres and is 100% full. 
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Add a Sensor

Main Menu

Add a Sensor

Log Out

Sensor Menu

Your Sensor L ist

123456789

Ser ial Number Tank Name & Location

Click on a serial number below

Alaska – Tank 16

Measurement Menu

Measurement ViewSensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out
 

Figure 25. The sensor menu provides access to each of your sensors. 

 

8. Sensor Menu 
From the “Sensor Menu” you can navigate back to the “Main Menu” by clicking on the “Main Menu” menu (see Figure 

25), add another sensor to your account, or click a listed serial number to view that sensor's status and configuration. 

 

Serial Number List 
A list of serial numbers, registered to your account, is shown in the body of Sensor List page (Figure 26). The serial 

numbers shown are clickable links. Clicking on a serial number will take you to the “Measurement Menu” for that serial 

number.  

 

All your sensors 

will be listed here

Click serial number button to 

view sensor s settings

 
Figure 26. All registered sensors are displayed in the sensor list. Click the serial number to open the sensor’s measurement menu. 

Sensor Menu 
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Adding a Sensor 
If you purchase another sensor you can add it to your account by clicking on the “Add a Sensor” menu. The “Add a 

Sensor” form, shown in Figure 27, requires the Sensor Access Code that came with your sensor. Enter the code and click 

the add sensor button. Your new sensor’s serial number will now be listed along with your other sensors.  

 

 
Figure 27. Add sensors to your company account by entering the Sensor Access Code that came with your sensor, then click Add Sensor. 

 

Note: After adding a sensor, you may need to click the refresh button on your browser to make your new sensor’s serial number 

appear. 
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Figure 28. Hub menu structure and functions. 

 

7. Hub Menu 
The Hub Menu, Figure 28, is accessed from the Main Menu, and displays a list of hubs (if any). The serial number of each 

hub can be clicked to access that hub’s properties, or the “View” button will bring up the “Hub’s Sensor List” and so all 

of the hubs sensors can be viewed and managed. 

 

Add Hub 
Adding a hub, as in Figure 29, is similar to adding a sensor. A hub access code must be used, which is included with all 

hubs. The hub will be formally added when the setting has been registered, when the modem next connects to the ABM 

servers. The hub will then appear on the list of hubs. 

 

 
Figure 29. The Add Hub tool. Access codes are included with all hubs and sensors. 

 

Hub Properties 
The Hub Properties, in Figure 30, allows changes to a hubs time zone, name, and location. In addition, if a sensor is 

connected to a hub, it has its data logging and time between measurements controlled by the hub itself.  

 

The setting in data logging and time between measurements will be used by all connected sensors. 

Hub Menu 
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Data logging and the Time Between Measurements are applied to 

all sensors in a hub

 

Figure 30. The Hub Properties tool applies to all sensors in a hub. 

If data logging is turned off, then readings are sent at each interval set in “Time Between Measurements”. If it is turns 

on, then that many reads are taken before the data is sent to the ABM servers.  

 

For more information about data logging and time between measures, see their respective sections. 

 

Hub Sensor List 
The Hub Sensor List, in Figure 32, shows all sensors registered and connected to a hub. The below table (Table 1) 

explains how to view, monitor, and delete a sensor from the hub. In the menu, a new sensor can also be added to the 

hub by clicking on “Add Sensor”.  The Hub Sensor List can be access by clicking on the “View” button of a given Hub in 

the Hub List, as in Figure 31. 

 

Click to open Hub Sensor List
 

Figure 31. How to access the Hub Sensor List from the Hub List menu. 
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Figure 32. The Hub Sensor List overview. 

 

Column Description 

Serial Number View sensor menu for individual sensor. 

SID Sensor Identification Number 

Tank Name The location and name of the sensor 

Delete Delete sensor 

Connection Health Indicates a possibly unresponsive sensor 
Table 1. The functions and descriptions of the Hub Sensor List buttons. 

Add Sensor to Hub 
A new sensor can be added to the hub in three ways, as illustrated by Table 2. 

 

Method Description 

Add by SID Search by previously assigned SID. 

Add by Serial Number  Search by serial number.  

Auto-Search SIDs Auto-search all connected sensors. 
Table 2. Add Sensor to Hub methods. 

 

The Add Sensor to Hub page can only add a sensor by one of the three methods mentioned above, as shown in Figure 

34. If the SID or serial number is unknown, “Auto-Search SIDs” is an effective way to automatically scan for your new 

device. Once added, the new sensor will be recognized after the calibration changes take effect (see Appendix B: 

Calibration Delays). The Add Sensor to Hub page can be accessed through the Hub Sensor List, as shown in Figure 33. 

 

Click to add a sensor to the hub

 
Figure 33. To add a sensor to a hub, click on the above menu item in the Hub Sensor List. 
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Figure 34. The Add Sensor to Hub tool. 

 

Warning: if a new sensor is added when there are already eight in a hub, that sensor may become unreachable. See 

Appendix C: Sensor Troubleshooting. 
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9. Contact Monitor Menu 
From the “Contact Monitor” menu, you can add new contact monitors, or manage the ones you already have from the 

list (Figure 35). 

Sensor Menu

Alarm History

Log Out

Main Menu

Employee

Tank Collection

Add Remote Dry Contact Monitor

History

Hub Menu

Remote Dry Contact Monitor ListContact Monitors

Configuration

 
 

Figure 35. The Contact Monitor Menu provides access to all of your Remote Dry Contact Monitors. 

 

Remote Dry Contact Monitor List 
A list of all contact monitors (Figure 36), their basic information, and links to their settings and status histories. 

 

View History of State Changes

General Information
Manage Settings

 
Figure 36. Easily view and manage your contact monitors in one place. 

 

 

Contact Monitor Management 
Manage all settings for a contact monitor in this setting (Figure 37). The heartbeat timer is an automatic “report back” 

to the server, even though there has been no change in alarm state. This ensures you can detect a problem, even if 

Contact Monitor Menu 
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nothing has changed the contact monitor state. Email addresses can also be added and managed from here. See the 

“Alarms” section for a full walk-through of the email verification process. 

 

Heartbeat Timer

Name, Location, Timezone

Alarm Types Reported

Email List for Triggered 

Alarms

 
Figure 37. One unified, easy place to configure all your Remote Dry Contact Monitor settings, properties, and associated emails. 

 

Contact Monitor History 
The “Remote Dry Contact Monitor History” page, for a given device, shows the last 100 reports, which includes the 

status when powered on, the status every X hours as set in the Heartbeat timer setting (see the configuration page, in 

the previous section), and the status when the contact monitors enters the open, closed, or either state (as also set in 

the previous section). For a layout see Figure 38. 
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State when event 

was reported

Each row is a 

reported  event 

Reason for report 

(see legend above)
 

Figure 38. The last 100 measurements are always available for online viewing. 

 

Adding a Remote Dry Contact Monitor 
If you purchase another contact monitor, you can add it to your account by clicking on “Add Contact Monitor”. The “Add 

a Remote Dry Contact Monitor” form, shown in Figure 39, requires the Contact Monitor Access Code that came with 

your device. Enter the code and click the “Add Contact Monitor” button. Your new device’s serial number will now be 

listed along with your others.  

 

 
Figure 39. Add contact monitors to your company account by entering the Contact Monitor Access Code that came with your sensor, then click 
Add Contact Monitor. 
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10. Measurement Menu 
The Measurement Menu page, shown in Figure 40, provides a summary of your sensor’s information, latest 

measurement, alarm settings and alarm status. The menus bar (see Figure 41) provides the tools you need to configure 

and calibrate your sensor, see the latest measurement, view alarm issues, and view historical measurements. 

Alarm Settings

Level (percent full)

TextSensor information

Text
Latest Measurement Details

TextAlarm Status

Reset Change Alarm Button

Diagram of your tank

 
Figure 40. The Measurement View provides a summary of your sensor’s latest measurement and alarm status. 

Measurement Menu 
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Measurement Menu

Measurement ViewSensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out
 

Figure 41. The measurement menu provides all the tools you need to configure and use your sensor. 

 

The “Measurement Menu” has eight submenu items listed (Figure 41). Click on a sub menu item, below, for more 

information. 

 

1. Sensor Menu (Takes you back to the previous menu.) 

2. Measurement History 

3. View Calibration  

4. Edit Calibration 

5. Alarm Menu 

6. Diagnostic 

7. Tank Menu 

8. Help 
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11. Measurement History 

History Menu 
The History Menu, shown in Figure 42, provides three formats to view measurement history. The measurement list 

provides historical measurements formatted in a tabular layout. Historical measurements can also be viewed as graphs, 

by either distance or level. 

 

Back

Measurement List

Level Graphs

History Menu

Distance Graphs

Back

Past 12 Hours

Past 1 Day

Past 2 Days

Past 3 Days

Past 4 Days

Past 5 Days

Past 6 Days

Past 7 Days

Past 30 Days

Measurement Menu

Distance Graphs

Back

Past 12 Hours

Past 1 Day

Past 2 Days

Past 3 Days

Past 4 Days

Past 5 Days

Past 6 Days

Past 7 Days

Past 30 Days

Measurement Menu

Level Graphs

Back

Last 25 Measurements

Last 100

Last 200

Last 300

Last 500

Last 1000

Measurement Menu

Measurement List

 
Figure 42. The history menu provides historical measurements in list form or graphs. 

Level Graphs 
The “level” graph shows the level of the material in the tank measured from the bottom of the tank. The “level” value is 

a calculated value based on the tank size. For accurate level information see the “Level and Distance Graphs” section 

below. 

 

Distance Graphs 
The distance graph shows the distance of the material in the tank as measured from the sensor. For accurate distance 

information see the “Level and Distance Graphs” section below. 

 

Level and Distance Graphs 
When viewing a graph you can use your mouse to click on the graph line to see the actual reading. For accurate level and 

percent-full calculations, you should use Set Tank Range, found in the Calibration Menu, or Sensor Range, found in the 

Alarm Menu, to setup your tank size parameters. 
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12. View Calibration 
The calibration view page shows your sensor’s current configuration (Figure 43). The full tank and empty tank distances 

can be configured to match your application. Please note that changes made to the sensors configuration will not 

appear until the sensor connects to the access server and downloads the changes. 

 

Measurement Menu

Sensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out
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Figure 43. The calibration view provides a summary of sensor calibration values. 

13. Edit Calibration 
The Calibration Menu, in Figure 44, page provides menu items to change the calibration of your sensor. The main body 

of the page displays a list of pending and historical calibration changes. Calibration changes that have been processed 

have a checkmark next to them. Click here to move to the Calibration Section of this guide. The types of available 

calibrations are dependent upon the type of sensor (radar or ultrasonic) and if continuous power is being used.  

 

Back
Set Tank Range
Set Damping
Units (FT, IN, M, CM)
Button Control

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Time Between Measurements
Data Logging

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Vaporized Liquids
Solid & Liquid Material

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Full Tank Blanking
Antenna Extension
Low Dielectric
Metal Pipe Option
Flat Roof Option

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Loop Current
Loss Of Echo Alarm

Calibration Menu

Measurement Menu

Sensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

 
Figure 44. Sensor configuration can be changed remotely using the Edit Calibration menu. Changes are processed after the sensor connects to 

the server. 

14. Alarm Menu 
The Alarm Menu page (Figure 45) has menus to setup alarm email addresses, configure the sensor range (tank size), 

defined the high and low levels and to activate a change alarm. The main body of the page displays a list of pending and 

historical changes. Alarm changes that have been processed have a checkmark next to them. To learn more about 

alarms click here to jump to the Alarm Section of this guide. 
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Measurement Menu

Sensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

 
Figure 45. The Sensor Access system allows you to define alarm levels and to receive an alarm email when an alarm condition occurs. 

15. Diagnostics 
Your sensor has the ability to collect diagnostic information in the form of an echo profile. An echo profile is a snapshot 

of the sensor’s transmission pulse and the echo marker received. The main body of the page displays a list of pending 

and historical profile request. Profiles that have been received from the sensor have a checkmark next to them (see 

Figure 46). For more information on diagnostics, go to the Diagnostic Section. 

 

Measurement Menu

Sensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

 
Figure 46. The diagnostic menu is used to collect and view echo profiles. 

16. Tank Menu 
The Tank Menu is a new feature. The tank feature works together with the new tank collection feature. In this section 

you create a tank. In Section 6, Tank Collections, tanks are added into a collection for easy viewing. The first step to 

creating a tank is to select the type of tank as shown in Figure 47. If you have already created a tank for this sensor the 

tank form will display. 
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Measurement Menu

Sensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

 
Figure 47. The first step in setting up a tank is to select the tank type. The shape of the tank determines how volume is calculated. 

Select the tank shape by clicking on the “Select” button below the image. In our example we are going to click on the 
Vertical Cylinder tank shape. The page will change to the Vertical Cylinder Tank Setup page as shown in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48. The tank setup page is where you provide the details about your tank and optionally choose to have volume and mass calculated. 
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Tank Dimensions 
To setup a tank, select the units (feet or meters) from the drop down box, and fill in the dimensions. In our case we are 

setting up a vertical cylinder shaped tank, 1 meter wide and 6.7 meters tall. Notice the “D” and “H” reference shown on 

the tank image and the same letter appears above the dimension edit box, see Figure 49. In this example there is only 

one diameter and height, but with differently-shaped tanks there may be multiple diameters and heights. Be sure to 

match the correct diameter and height dimensions by referring to the letter associated with each dimension. 

 

 
Figure 49. Tank dimensions can be in feet or meters. Different shaped tanks may have more or less dimensions to be filled in. 

 

Tank General Properties 
The tank general property fields help you identify each tank/sensor by providing a name, location and contents. Figure 

50 shows the tank general properties. The name, location and contents are displayed in the tank collection view as 

illustrated in Figure 51. 

 

 
Figure 50. The tank name, location and contents are used to identify the tank when displayed in other forms. 
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Figure 51.The frame above is from a tank collection view. The frame displays the current measurements, volume, and name information. 

 

Optional Calculations 
There are two optional calculations that can be performed using the shape and dimensions of your tank – volume and 

mass. The calculations are performed by the Sensor Access Server as data arrives from your sensor. 

Volume 

To calculate volume click the “Calculate Volume” checkbox and select the volume units from the drop down box, see 

Figure 52. Volume can be calculated as cubic feet (ft3), cubic meters (m3), US gallons (gal(US)) or litres (ltr). 

Mass 

To calculate mass you must provide the density of the material and the density units, in either lbs/ft3 or kg/m3. Finally 

you must select the units that the mass will be reported, in lbs, kg or metric tonnes. 

 

 
Figure 52. The diagram shows the fields and units of measures for volume, density and mass. 

 

The completed form in Figure 53 shows our example of a Vertical Cylinder tank. Click the Save changes button to save 

the tank setup. 
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Figure 53.The completed form before saving. 
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Edit Tank 
If a tank exists when the Tank Menu is clicked it will appear like our example tank shown in Figure 54. The form appears 

in edit mode and changes can be made to any setting. To save your changes click the Save Changes button. 

 

Measurement Menu

Sensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

 
Figure 54. The tank form shows an existing Vertical Cylinder Tank setup. The settings can be altered and saved or the tank can be deleted. 
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Delete Tank 
If a tank exists when the Tank Menu is clicked it will appear like our example tank shown in Figure 54. To delete the tank 

click the Delete Tank button on the tank form, a confirmation dialog box will appear as shown in Figure 55. The 

confirmation dialog box will show a list of the tank collections that the tank is included in. If you still want to delete the 

tank click the “Delete Tank” button.  

 
Figure 55. The delete tank confirmation dialog box shows all tank collections that the tank is included in. Click the Yes Delete Tank button to 

delete the tank. 

17. Help 
The Help Menu (Figure 56) provides a diagram of a conical tank with a sensor mounted on top. The diagram is labelled 

with common terms and definitions. The table below the diagram contains additional definitions for commonly used 

sensor and tank terminology. A link to this guide is also included.

Measurement Menu

Sensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

PDF Manual
 

Figure 56. The help menu provides information and definitions for sensor  terminology, as well as a link to this manual. 
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18. Alarms 
 

Quick Alarm Setup 
 

Alarm Menu

Back to Measurement Menu

1. Alarm Email

2. Sensor Name & Location

3. Levels Alarm Setup

4. After-Hours Change Alarm 
Setup

5. View Alarm Summary

6. Alarm Health

Measurement Menu

Sensor Menu

Measurement History

View Calibration

Edit Calibration

Alarm Menu

Diagnostic

Tank menu

Help

Log Out

Main Menu

Add a Sensor

Log Out

Sensor Menu

Your Sensor L ist

123456789

Ser ial Number Tank Name & Location

Click on a serial number below

Alaska – Tank 16

Sensor Menu

Alarm History

Log Out

Main Menu

Employee

Tank Collection

Hub Menu

Contact Monitors

 
Figure 57. A quick navigation guide to the Alarms menu. 

 

Alarms and Documentation 
Figure 57 shows the menu selections required to get to the alarm menu. There are 5 menu items available once you 

have setup an alarm email address. Refer to each of the individual alarm web pages for further documentation. 
 

Alarm Email 
The first step to setting up alarms is to add an alarm email address using the Alarm Email form shown in Figure 58. When 

an alarm occurs an email is generated and sent to the registered alarm email addresses. Each alarm email address will 

require validation before it can be made active. After adding the email address the Sensor Access system will send a 

validation email to the address. Follow the instructions in the validation email to complete the email registration. 
 

 
Figure 58. The Alarm Email form shows email addresses, verification states, and alarm conditions that will be sent. 

Alarm Section 
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Sensor Name & Location 
The sensor name and location fields allow you to name your sensor and provide location information. When an alarm 

condition occurs, both the name and location information will be included in the email.  

 

By default, your sensor uses Eastern Standard Time (EST). All measurements will be reported with an EST timestamp. 

You can configure your sensor to report time in any time zone you desire. Your sensor’s date and time will remain in the 

time zone you set. Your sensor’s date and time will not automatically change to use day light savings. 

Levels Alarm Setup 
This menu item will not appear until you have added an email address to the system. The alarm setup menu (Figure 59) 

allows you to select the level alarms notifications you would like to receive. 

 

Toggle Full/Empty Tank Alarms.
Distances are set in Edit Calibration > Set 

Tank Range

Set and Toggle 

High/Low Level 

Alarms

 
Figure 59. The Level Alarms trigger whenever the specified conditions are met.  

 

 There are four alarms for levels, as in Table 3, below. 

Alarm Description 

Full Tank alarm Sends an alarm message when the material in your tank reaches the full tank level. 

High Level Alarm The high level point can be configured for any level that is between the full tank level and low 
tank level. When the material in your tank crosses the high level point an alarm condition will 
occur. 

Low Level Alarm The low level point can be configured for any level that is between the high level and the 
empty tank level. When the material in your tank crosses the low level point an alarm 
condition will occur. 

Empty Tank Alarm Sends an alarm message when the material in your tank reaches the empty tank level. 
Table 3. A description of the four level alarms. 

After-Hours Change Alarm Setup 
The change alarm system monitors your tank for changes after your office closes. If the “Weekdays”, “Saturday”, or 

“Sunday” is checked “Active”, the change alarm will operate when the business hours are not in session during those 

times. The business hours (see “Open (Time)” and “Close (Time)” in Figure 60) are in 24-hour format, from 0:00 

(12:00AM) to 23:59 (11:59PM). 
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To activate the change alarm, a value must be entered in “Maximum Change Before Alarm”, and the “Alarm On” must 

be checked. When the office closes according to the office hours specified, and a change of the value entered occurs the 

change alarm is triggered. The change can be either an increase or a decrease. 

 

Special Rules 

• To indicate you are closed for 24 hours, use 0:00 to 0:00 and turn the alarm on. 

• The close time cannot be before the open time.  

 

Toggle Change Alarm Active, By Day

Toggle Change Alarm Active

T
ex

tSet Office Hours
Amount of Change Required to 

Trigger Alarm, Outside of 

Office Hours

 
Figure 60. Overview of the After-Hours Change Alarm Menu 

 

Alarm Health 
The Alarm Health page can help to diagnosed issues with alarm settings, especially if the high/low distances are 

incorrect.  

 
Figure 61. The Alarm Health page will specifically show every right, or wrong, about your alarms. 

   

Invalid Settings Alarm 
If your settings are impossible, such as a high alarm which is higher than your entire full tank, an email is generated to 

warn you about your configuration, if alarm emails have been configured. 

 

View Alarm Summary 
You can view your alarm configuration at any time by using the View Alarm Summary menu.   
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19. Sensor Calibration 
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Sensors not in a Hub

 
Figure 62. Overview of the Calibration Menu. As shown above, not all calibrations are available for all sensors. 

 

Calibration Menu 
Your sensor has many programmable features, as shown in Figure 62. Not all calibration options are available for all 

sensors, and available options depend on their type (radar or ultrasonic), their power source (battery or continuous), 

and if they are in a hub. The calibration menus allow you to configure these different configuration items to match your 

needs. 

 

Calibration Menu Choices 

• How to setup your tank 

• Tank Range 

• Set a Damping value to average out measurements that shift or move due to waves. 

• Use Full Tank Blanking to ignore unwanted echoes near the full tank level. 

• Time between Measurements 

• Data Logging 

• Units of measure 

• Button Control 

• Vaporized Liquids 

• Solid & Liquid Material 

• Antenna Extension (Radar) 

Calibration Section 
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• Low Dielectric Filter (Radar) 

• Flat Roof (Radar)  

• Loop Current (Continuous Powered Sensors Only) 

• Loss Of Echo Alarm (Continuous Powered Sensors Only) 

 

How to Setup Your Tank 
Your sensor can be configured to match your tank’s full and empty levels. You can update the full and empty tank 

distances manually using one of two forms, the simple Tank Range Form or the more descriptive Sensor Range Form in 

the alarm section.  

 

Tank Range or Sensor Calibration Range 
Set Tank Range (also referred to as “sensor range”) allows you to define the full and empty tank distances, see Figure 63. 

The distances you provide must be measured from the ultrasonic transducer’s face-- this is the reference zero distance 

point (see Figure 63). Your sensor should be mounted on the top of your tank. When the tank is full, the material in the 

tank will be close to the top of the tank and close to your sensor. When the tank is empty the level of the material is 

near, or at, the bottom of the tank, and far away from your sensor.  

 

Your sensor measures the distance from its transducer to the material. Using this distance your sensor can calculate the 

level of the material in the tank. See Figure 64 and understanding distance versus level. 
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Figure 63. The tank range/sensor range calibration allows you to enter in the full and empty tank distance. 

Special Note: if new Empty/Full tank values do not agree with the High and Low level alarms, the High and Low level 

alarms will be deactivated. This prevents situations where High and Low level alarms exceed the new possible tank 

range, and therefore never go off. 
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Empty Tank Distance

Your Sensor
Your Tank

Full Tank Distance

Your Sensor
Your Tank

 
Figure 64. Full tank and empty distance is measured from the ultrasonic transducer face. 

Damping 
In some applications the material being sensed changes its position or shape, due to industrial or environmental factors. 

Liquid material can be disturbed by waves and solid materials can shift. If the surface of the material being sensed 

changes frequently then the distance being measured by the sensor will fluctuate frequently. Set damping to average-

out the level of a material that shifts or moves due to waves. Using the lowest damping factor of 2 seconds provides the 

fastest response and helps reduce measurement fluctuations. A damping factor of 10 provides a relatively stable 

reading. Entering higher values will reduce the sensor response time. 

To change the sensor’s damping factor click the “Set Damping” menu. The damping form will appear as shown in Figure 

65 (right side). Damping can be turned off by un-checking the “Damping Enabled” box. If damping is enabled, a value in 

the range of 2 to 255 can be entered. Recall that the higher the damping value the slower the response. After entering a 

damping factor click the “Save” button. 
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Figure 65. Damping allows the sensor to average measurements over time. 

 

Full Tank Blanking 
Full Tank Blanking must be used with caution. The blanking feature is used to ignore unwanted echoes which are closer 

than the full tank calibration minus 3 inches. As shown in Figure 66 the feature can be accessed by clicking on the “Full 

Tank Blanking” menu. The blanking feature must not be used when calibrating the sensor using the sensor push button. 
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Figure 66. Full Tank Blanking control page shows the current state, and allows the feature to be turned on or off. 

 

Special Consideration about Full Tank Blanking 

Full tank blanking cannot be enabled at the same time as the flat roof option. 

 

Time Between Measurements 
Your sensor has been designed to operate for long periods from a battery. The largest power consumption occurs when 

the embedded cellular modem is powered on and communicating with the Sensor Server. To save battery power your 

sensor switches to a low power mode and sleeps between measurements.  

 

The sensor’s normal operation is to: 

1. Wake from sleep. 

2. Take a measurement. 

3. Save the measurement to data logger memory  

4. If data logging is turned off, then connect to the server. 

5. If data logging is turned on and the required number of measurements has been collected, then connect to the 

server. 

6. If connected to the server, transfer measurements to server. 

7. If connected to the server and the server has calibration changes waiting, then download and perform 

calibration changes. 

8. Disconnect from the server. 

9. Go back to sleep.  

 

How long your sensor sleeps between measurements is controlled by the value you enter in to the “Time Between 

Measurements” setting. As shown in Figure 67, the sensor can be configured to sleep from 2 minutes to 24 hours. How 

often the sensor connects to the Sensor Server using the cellular modem is a combination of Data Logging and the time 

between measurements. 
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Special Note: This setting will not appear if your sensor is in a hub. For a sensor in a hub, time between measurements is 

set in Hub Properties and applies to all sensors in the hub. 
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Figure 67. Time Between Measurements defines how often your sensor will wake up and take a measurement. 

 

Data Logging 
Your sensor has been designed to operate for long periods off of a battery. The largest power consumption occurs when 

the embedded cellular modem is powered on and communicating with the Sensor Server. Using data logging combined 

with Time Between Measurements you can control how often the cellular modem connects to the Sensor Server. Your 

sensor can be configured to log up to 300 measurements before powering on the cellular modem and connecting to the 

Sensor Server. With data logging enabled and set to 2, for example (see Figure 68), your sensor will sleep in a low power 

mode for a period of time you define (see Time Between Measurements) then wake up and take a measurement, save 

that measurement to memory and return to sleep. This will occur 2 times before the sensor powers on the cellular 

modem and sends the measurement results to the Sensor Server. 
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Figure 68. Data logging defines how many measurements will be saved in memory before the sensor connects to the server. 

Special Note: This setting applies to a sensor not in a hub. For a sensor in a hub, data logging is set in Hub Properties and 

applies to all sensors in the hub. 
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Figure 69. Measurements can be reported in inches, feet, centimetres or meters. 

Your Sensor can be programmed to report measurements in feet, meters, inches or centimetres as shown in Figure 69. 

The default value is feet. 
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Figure 70. The calibration button on your sensor can be enable or disabled. 

Your sensor is equipped with a calibration button that can be used to calibrate the sensor’s range. For remote locations 

the button should be disabled to prevent tampering. To change the button settings click the “Button Control” menu and 

select enable or disable from the button control form that appears, as shown in Figure 70. 

 

To access the calibration button on the sensor remove the sensors lid by unscrewing it. To make calibration changes to 

the sensor using the button, power must be supplied to the sensor and the button must be pressed for time specified in 

Table 4. Press the button until the LED turns the desired color and then release the button. See Table 4. 

 

Button Timing of the Remote Ultrasonic Sensor. 

Seconds Pressed LED Color Description 

< 2 Off If the button is pressed for less than 2 seconds it is ignored and no action is taken. 

> 2 Green Take a measurement and connect to the server now. 

> 7 Yellow Program the full tank distance equal to the current distance. 

> 12 Red Program the empty tank distance equal to the current distance. 

> 17 Off Button pressed for greater than 17 seconds is ignored and no action is taken 
Table 4. Calibration Button (< means less than, > means greater than). 
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Vaporized Liquid/Self Cleaning (Ultrasonic Sensors) 
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Figure 71. Self-Cleaning / Vaporized Liquids feature provides periodic cleaning to the transducer face. This feature is ideally suited for 

applications in environments with high moisture. 

 

The self-cleaning/vaporized liquids feature provides periodic cleaning of the ultrasonic transducer. This feature is highly 

recommended for applications where the ultrasonic sensor is exposed to vaporized liquids that cause condensation on 

the transducer’s face. The vaporized/self-cleaning feature can be enabled or disabled as shown in Figure 71. 
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Solid & Liquid Material (Ultrasonic Sensors) 
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Figure 72. High energy pulses can be enabled to propagate through dust and moisture. 

In dusty, high moisture environments it is recommended that the “Solid/Liquid Material” feature be turned on. 

 

When enabled the sensor can detect the accumulation of dust or moisture on the transducer face and transmit high 

energy pulses that propagate through dust and moisture and clean the transducer face. The self-cleaning feature is 

turned off by default. To turn on the self-cleaning feature the “Solid & Liquid Material” feature must be enabled using 

the “Solid & Liquid Material” menu as shown in Figure 72. 

 

Sensors with Continuous Power 
Sensors with continuous power have two additional calibration values as shown in Figure 73. Continuously-powered 

sensors provide a loop current, and the additional settings are related to the loop current. 
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Figure 73. Remote sensors with continuous power have 2 additional calibration values, loop current and loss of echo alarm. 
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Loop Current (Continuous Powered Sensors Only) 
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Figure 74. The Loop Current menu is used to define the current at full and empty tank. The empty current is 4mA and full tank is 20mA. 

 

The value of the sensor’s loop current when the tank is full or empty is user definable. For example, when the tank is 

empty, the loop current could be configured for either 20mA or 4mA. The loop current control webpage shown in Figure 

74 is used to set the loop current value when the level in the tank is full or empty.  
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Loss of Echo Alarm (Continuous Powered Sensors Only) 
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Figure 75. The Loss of Echo Alarm is used to define the loop current value and time delay, if the sensor cannot detect any echoes. 

During normal operation the loop current reflects the level of the material inside the tank. The Loss of Echo Alarm 

defines the loop current to use when the sensor cannot detect any echoes. As shown in Figure 75 the loss of echo 

current is user definable and can be either 2mA or 22mA or disabled. The amount of time to wait ranges from 1 minute 

to 4 minutes.  

 

Antenna Extensions (Radar Only) 
Proper installation of an ABM radar sensor requires the antenna to protrude completely inside the tank or below the 

surface it is mounted on. If needed, a 6” or 8” antenna extension can be added. If an antenna extension is used, then the 

sensor must be programmed to compensate for the extension as shown in Figure 76. 
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Figure 76. With radar sensors, an optional 6” or 8” antenna can be added, but must also be configured here. 
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Low Dielectric Filter (Radar Only) 
For low dielectric material (𝜀𝑟 ≤ 4) where 𝜀𝑟 is the dielectric constant, such as oil, a low dielectric filter can be enabled in 

the sensor. See Figure 77. 
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Figure 77. With radar sensors, an optional 6” or 8” antenna can be added, but must also be configured here. 

Special Considerations about the Low Dielectric Filter 

• turning on the flat roof option will automatically enable the low dielectric filter 

• turning off the low dielectric filter will automatically disable the flat roof option 

 

Flat Roof Option (Radar Only) 
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Figure 78. The Flat Roof  Option helps reduce echoes for tanks with flat tops. 
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Radar sensors with firmware 12.4 and higher have a new active filtering algorithm designed for tanks with flat tops. Due 

to their shape, a flat top tank may act as a high-gain antenna causing multiple echoes during measurement. To 

overcome this effect, stilling wells are often installed. The flat tank top filter algorithm is designed to overcome this 

problem without the use of a stilling well. When enabled (see Figure 78), the filter actively tracks the target and rejects 

false secondary echoes.  

 

Special Considerations about the Flat Roof Option 

• the flat roof option cannot be turned on at the same time as full tank blanking 

• turning on the flat roof option will automatically enable the low dielectric filter 

• turning off the low dielectric filter will automatically disable the flat roof option 
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20. Diagnostics 
 

 

 

 
Figure 79. The Diagnostic menu provides tools to collect and view echo profiles. As profiles are collected they are listed in the body of the page 
(bottom-left pane). 

 

As shown in Figure 79 the diagnostic menu provides the ability to have the sensor collect an echo profile. When a profile 

has been requested the request will be queued until the sensor connects to the server. When the sensor connects to the 

server the sensor will download the queued command, gather an echo profile, update the sensor server, and then the 

profile will be available for viewing by clicking the “Profile” of your choice.  

 

 

  

Diagnostics 
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21. Distance and Level 
When looking at a tank, like the one in Figure 80, there are two distance values used to describe the material in the tank. 

The “distance from the sensor” to the material is the actual “distance” measured by the sensor. In this document and on 

the Sensor Access Website distance always refers to the distance from the sensor to the material. The distance can be 

thought of as the empty space above the material. This value is useful when you want to know how much room is 

available in the tank for filling purposes. 
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Figure 80. Distances used to describe tank material position. 
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Figure 81. Tank properties, full and empty tank levels. 

Tank Properties 

Figure 81 shows a tank with the top, bottom, full level, empty level and 

the dead zone marked.  

 

The dead zone is a small zone below the sensor face where material 

cannot be detected.  

 

The empty level is the distance from the ultrasonic transducer face to 

the bottom of the tank.  

 

The full level is the distance from the sensor to the level considered 

full. The full level must be below the dead zone. 

 

The full level and the empty level are both programmable. 

 

 

 

Distance versus Level 
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Level 

Level is always measured from the bottom of the tank. Level is used to describe how full a tank is. The level of a tank is 

always calculated using this formula.  
 

Level = (Distance to empty) minus (current distance) 
 

If the level displayed on the Sensor Access Website is high or low in comparison with the actual level in the tank, then 

the Tank Range needs to be corrected. 

 

The simple way to remember the difference: distance is always measured, while level is always calculated. 

 

 



Appendix A: Hierarchy View of Website Menus 
Figure 82, below, shows the hierarchy of the website menu system. Each time you click a menu item, you drop to a lower level in the menu hierarchy. Each time 

you click the “Back” button, you move up a level. 
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Figure 82.The diagram shows the hierarchy view of the website menu system. 



Appendix B: Calibration Delays 
Some settings are not instant, especially those involving device calibrations, additions, deletions, activations, etc. This is 

in contrast to instantly changed, administrative settings, such as adding an employee. The “Delay", as shown in Table 5, 

depends on how often your sensor connects to the server. This delay can be calculated by multiplying the Time Between 

Measurements by the Data Logging amount.  

 

 

 

Step 1 

 

User changes calibration settings, such as: 

• anything under a sensor’s “Edit Calibration” menu 

• adding a hub or sensor 

• activating, deactivating, or deleting a sensor 

• changing the “Hub Properties” 

 

Step 2 

 

Server stores new changes, and remembers there are new ones. 

DELAY 

Step 3 

 

 
 

Wireless modem periodically connects to ABM’s servers, and 

processes any new changes as remembered in Step 2. 

Step 4 

 

 
 

User can now see that the changes have processed on the web 

interface, such as those mentioned in Step 1. The calibration is 

complete. 

Table 5. An explanation of normal calibration delays. 
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Appendix C: Sensor Troubleshooting 
 

 

Guidelines & Summary 

New sensors should be added one at a time to ensure a smoother installation 

SID means “sensor identification number” 

There can be a maximum of 8 sensors attached to a hub 

Sensors come from the ABM factory configured with SID 2 

After being attached, the sensor SID is re-assigned to an available SID between SID 4 and SID 11 (8 in total) 

Sensors with SID 2 are automatically added to the hub when they are attached (in most cases) 

Two sensors in the same hub cannot have the same SID. If they do, see below. 

 

Directly Assigning Sensor Identification Numbers 
 

It can become necessary to manually check the SID of a sensor, and reset it. Such reasons include, but are not limited to: 

• Attaching a ninth sensor with SID 2, which will be assigned the special SID of 12 (unreachable) 

• Moving a sensor from one hub to another  

 

 

The follow items are necessary to directly interact with a single sensor, to check and re-assign its SID (Figure 83). 

 

1. A computer running the “ABM SID Utility” software, provided on abmsensor.com 

2. The sensor to be fixed 

3. USB-to-RS485 adapter 

 

A/TX

B/RX

USB-to-RS485 Adapter ABM Sensor PC 

  

Figure 83. Required hardware setup for direct sensor connection. 

https://abmsensor.com/
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Once the above is in place, load the “ABM SID Utility” software. 

1. The USB-to-RS485 will have created a new, available com port. If prompted, select that COM port  

2. Click “Find Sensor” if you have one sensor connected, or “Find Sensors” for multiple sensors. 

 

Scan for single or multiple 

sensors

Sensor List

 
Figure 84. The ABM SID Utility 

 

 

3. After your sensor has appeared in the “Sensor List” in the right pane, double click on it to open the SID change 

window. 

 

 
Figure 85. The Change SID window. 

 

4. In the “New SID” field, enter in your new SID and click “Change”. It is recommended to use SID 2 for a smooth 

installation. Note: after installation into the hub, the hub will change all sensors with SID 2 to a new value, from 

4 to 11. SID 2 is a special, temporary value meant  for easier installation.  

5. To verify your change, close and re-open the program, and start a new scan. 

 

Removing Sensors & Diagnosing an Inactive Hub 
 

When removing a sensor, (see: Hub Sensor List) it is important to physically disconnect the sensor as well. Otherwise, it 

is possible that when the hub restarts (intentionally or due to power outage) the sensor could be re-added, or conflict 

with another sensor. 

 

If all sensors are removed from a hub, it may become completely inaccessible. In this case, it is recommended to simply 

cut power to the hub, and restart it. This will put the hub into detection mode, and it will continually look for a new 

sensor. 
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If your hub has a sensor added, but it has become damaged or the connecting wires are not properly connected, a hub 

will still remember the sensor and try to make contact with it. It is important to remove all unused/unwired/damaged 

sensors from the hub, via the ABM web portal, as this will make operation smoother and faster. 

 

When powered on, a hub will first look for sensors that were connected to it and not removed in the web interface (see: 

Hub Sensor List). If these all become removed, the hub will look for any sensors at all after it is restarted. If none are 

found, it will continue looking for sensors forever until one is actually attached to it.  

 

 


